For Isadora, drama comes with the territory since she's the human daughter of
Egyptian gods Isis and Osiris. So when she gets the chance to move to California with
her brother, Isadora leaps at the opportunity.
Too bad her new life comes with plenty of drama and danger.

YP FIC WHITE

When Mio sneaks off with the family's katana to spice up her costume, she unleashes a
terrible evil onto London and releases a warrior boy named Shinobu.
As creatures from Japanese myth stalk her and her friends, Mio must keep the sword
safe and learn to control it. Otherwise, she'll lose her friends, Shinobu, and her very life.
YP FIC MARRIOTT
Monsters and gods from Greek mythology are real and are walking into 12-year-old
Percy Jackson's life. Worse yet, he's angered a few of them. With Zeus’ lightning bolt
stolen and Percy named as the prime suspect, Percy and his friends must return the
relic in ten days’ time to bring peace to a warring Mount Olympus.
YP FIC RIORDAN [graphic novel] ; ( E.B. )
When the Pirate King learns of a fabled treasure map hidden on an enemy ship, his
daughter Alosa goes to find it. After facilitating her own kidnapping by the enemy
crew, she meets Riden, the first mate in charge of discovering all her secrets. A battle
of wits ensues as Alosa strives to complete her mission before Riden finds her out.
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Genie Lo is one of many overachievers in San Francisco hoping to attend Harvard. She easily crushes it at volleyball and hitting the books,
but not at dealing with 108 Hellspawn straight out of Chinese folklore. At least she has help in the form of Quentin Sun, a new transfer
student from China. In reality, he's Sun Wukong, the mythological Monkey King of legend who insists she can handle a few Hellspawn.
Acing the SATs is suddenly the least of Genie's worries.

YP FIC YEE ; ( E.B. )

When Jared's plane crashes in the Alberta wilderness, Kyle is first to arrive. Lacking cell service, Jared insists on hiking up the highest hill
to call for help. Kyle hesitates, knowing his Cree grandmother has always forbidden him to go near it. But Jared can't be told otherwise.
After camping on the hilltop overnight (without cell reception), the teens realize three things. The plane wreckage has vanished. Nothing in
the forest around them appears right. And something deadly is stalking them…
YP FIC BASS
The nerve of that guy. / The balls. The audacity. / I AM THE OCEAN! / I got capacity! / Depths! Darkness! Delphic power! / So Minos' sweet
little plan / Went big-time sour / And his wife had a son / Born with horns and a muzzle / Who ended up / In an underground puzzle.
What is it with you mortals? / You just can't seem to learn: / If you play with fire, babies, / You're gonna get burned.
YP FIC ELLIOTT

Hanne is cursed, wanting nothing more than to be free from the ancestral Viking urge that overcomes her when she or her loved ones are
in danger. She becomes a Berserker : an elegant, graceful, and shameless killer.
Three men have died by her hand, forcing Hanne and her siblings to flee for the American frontier to find their uncle, the one person who
can help Hanne control her powers.
YP FIC LAYBOURN
What does it take to be a queen when you’'re only seventeen years old? Princess Maya wouldn't know because she's been cursed from birth
to marry Death and Destruction. But she doesn't care for marriage, as she would rather remain single to pursue knowledge and wisdom.
But when a treacherous plan by her father goes wrong, Maya finds herself married to Amar, the king of Akaran. Maya's new home hides
many secrets that will force her to solve an ancient mystery spanning eons.
YP FIC CHOKSHI
You wake up alone in a strange, horrible land. A horn sounds. The Call has begun, and you have three minutes to stay alive. But the
Sidhe are close, those beautiful and terrible people who will stop at nothing to catch you.
Nessa knows she'll be Called soon and no one thinks she'll survive. But she's determined to prove them wrong.

YP FIC OGUILIN ; ( E.B. )

